
Very ductile decorative compound intended for creating exquisite effects, also 3-
dimensional. Produced using a special compound covered with transparent paint with 
golden or pearlescent reflections, it allows you to create bold and original finishes. Such 
designs provide a modern and unique decorative effect which makes every interior more 
vivid. Can be applied to walls or as paintings, recommended for teenagers' rooms, living 
rooms, and bedrooms. A wide range of available colours enables you to design the final 
look of the interior. Easy to maintain, the "slippery" coating is resistant to dirt and dust, 
and can be washed with a damp cloth with a detergent.

MFA 
CLASSIC
priming

1l / 30m2 add 3 L of water to 1 L 
of primer

brush
(wide brush)

Prime absorbent (stable) substrate using MFA Classic concentrate 
diluted 1:3 with water. Apply primer with a wide brush, working it 
well into the substrate. Priming strengthens the substrate and 
improves adhesiveness and coverage of further coats.

4 - 6h

MFA PLUS
priming

1l / 30m2
(diluted 1:3 with 
water)

Add max. 3 L of water 
to 1 L of primer

brush
(wide brush)

7 - 8h

(SELECT THE PRIMER ACCORDING TO THE TYPE OF SUBSTRATE)

1

1

SYSTEM: MFA / PRIMER E / MURICON / LUMICCA PEARL

AVANGARDA

Prime absorbent (weak) substrates and surfaces of old walls with 
MFA PLUS diluted max. 1:3 with water. Apply primer with a wide 
brush, working it well into the substrate. Deeply penetrating and 
binding the substrate, priming strengthens it, reduces excessive 
absorbency, and improves the coverage of further coats.

MURICON
textured layer

approx. 
1 kg / 1 m2

ready to use INOX trowel Apply Muricon compound to the wall in a chosen direction and 
distribute evenly. Create a pattern during application, holding the 
trowel at a small angle so that the compound forms the desired 
texture on the surface. The work should be performed in stages, 
layer by layer, until the whole surface is covered.

12h
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PRIMER E
quartz primer

1 kg / 7 – 10 m2 10 – 15% of water brush
(wide brush)

We recommend diluting PRIMER E quartz primer with 10 – 15% of 
water and applying with a wide brush, according to the direction of 
the desired decorative coat. Created quartz coat will increase 
adhesiveness and facilitate application of further coats.

5 - 8h
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LUMICCA 
PEARL 
AVANGARDA
decorative coat

1 L / 15 m2 ready to use, 
max. 10% with water

paint brush for 
each colour, 
euromal, sponge, 
sandpaper

Available in three base versions (Pearl, Gold, and Multicolor), 
Lumicca transparent paint provides an effect with a pearlescent 
afterglow. Depending on the desired effect, apply one or more 
colours of the product. Use separate paint brushes for each colour. 
Rub the surface with sandpaper (e.g. P120), smoothing out sharp 
edges. Apply the paint to the substrate and distribute, combining 
layers with a sponge, rubber, or euromal to create desired colour 
transitions according to the direction of previously applied texture. 
The work should be performed in stages.

5h
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LUMICCA 
PEARL 
AVANGARDA
producing 
afterglow

1 L / 15 m2 ready to use, 
max. 10% of water

paint brush, 
rubber tool, 
or euromal

Depending on the desired finish, apply various versions of the paint 
(Pearl, Gold, or Multicolor) to make the colour composition uniform 
and produce the desired afterglow.  Apply paint to the substrate 
and distribute using a rubber scraper according to the direction of 
previously applied texture. The work should be performed in 
stages.

5h
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